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There are now two types of MT3:z.The new type has a head,lilonesocket and has some K>M
play demo songs built into it. I have not yet figured out the details of modifying these new
MT32s, but hope to in the next 3 to 6 lIlonths. The sound quality improvement details below are
relevant. only to the original MT32.

David Neely ,L.A. CUStom Instrum7nt8 - Los Angeles (818) 797-8529

John Canelly of Beaverton Digital Systems was licenced until June 1989 - if you have.
had any dealings with hi.Jn please read the Beavertc?n section on palJe 15. If you are in any
aoubt as to who is currently licenced to <D the mods, please makea quick call to 011-61-3-
459-2889 and I will ring you back. . .

(613) 596-9114Technical Magic - ottawaGary Hewett
-: ::

At the time of writing, there are two people in North America who are licenced to
".$.rry out these modifications·

This user manual firstly describes the MT32modifications in detail, and secondly
gi.ves you important backC]rOundinformation an' oow the MT32works. please read the seoond
section. (pages 10 to 13) carefully so that you will have a clear understanding of the various .
MT32internal issues which are ignored or glossed ewer in other documentaticn. Some of this
information may look boring and unmusical, but most of it is essential to the proper operation
of the machine. Please cb not ask for technical assistanoe until you have read this entire
aanual. . . .

PLEASE READ AT LEAST ~BIS

2nd January 1990Robin Whittle

M"l'32HODIFlCATIOHS AND A GOlDE '1'0 'HOW mE MT32 WORKS

9 Miller St Heidelberg Heights Melbourne 3081 Australia
Phone 611-61-3-459-2889: Fax 911-61-3-458-1736

Musical Instrument Modifications byRobin Whittle
REAL WORLD INTERFACES
·-. .
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Standard Ml'32 Modified Ml'32 Modii ied Ml'32
Right output Right output .RevSend out

0 +0.3 -0.6

-83 d};m -87 dl:xn -91 dbn

+7.3 dbn +6.4 dl:m

+2 dt:m Does not occur in trodified MT32

85 db 94 db 97 dbRatio of maximum signal to background noise

Level at which gross distortion occurs

Level at which soft clipping occurs

Continuous background noise above 300 Hz

OUtput level canpared to standard MI'32

Below is a comparison of a standard and modified MT32.Noise above 300 Hz was measured
on an un-weighted non RMSmeter. Output and noise figures are measured at the right normal
output and the right "reverb send" output of a modified MT32with individual outputs.

I have permanently reduced the maxariq level of the Reverb signals so that the digital
part of the Reverb system can be run at a higher signal level for a reverb level which is
musically useful. This means that the maximumreverb level is reduced compared to a standard
MT32,but this was so high that it would hardly ever be used. The standard MT32has 50%reverb
50%direct signal, and mymodifications change this to 18%reverb and 72%direct. Since the
digi tal part of the Reverb section now can have a muchhigher signal level for a given level
after being mixed, the resolution is improved, and the noisiness of the reverb is largely
eliminated. If you feel you may need high levels of reverb, you could request that your MT32
be modified with a higher reverb mix level, but this will result in a greater reverb
graininess and a slightly reduced output level for the main outputs. A better alternative
would be to have the individual outputs installed so that the reverb signal oould be sent to
your mixer and mixed at any level you desire.

The MT32 uses a 16 bit Digital to Analog converter (DAC>to create the sound we hear.
FewOACsare perfect and they all should have a trimpot to null out an error which occurs
right in the middle of their range. The MT32 designers were too cheap/hurried/silly to install
such a trimpot and so all MT32sto some extent have a graininess distortion which is
particularly annoying as a sound decays to "silence". I add a trimpot circuit and when
correctly adjusted, the graininess in the sound is reduced to a very low level. There will
however be somenoisiness to sounds made from the PCM waveforms since these are only 8 bit
samples. Whistle tones which come with low frequencies are still audible but are generally
quieter than before.

I have removed the whistling sound which is constantly in the background, and someof
the continuous backgroundhiss. This removes around 4db of continuous noise from the normal
outputs. These changes do not involve filtering, or noise gating so there is no adverse effect
on the sound quality.

SOUNDQUALITY IMPROVEMENT MODIFICATIONS
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ModulationWheel
Volume
Pan
Expression - similar to volume

0-127
0-127
0-127
0-127

,
7
10
11

These control changes only affect the parts which receive them.

STANDARD MT32 CONTROL CHANGES

CONTROLLING INTERNAL PARAMETERS WITH SPECIAL CONTROL CHANGES

In a standard MT32 the last sound group is Effects, but nowthere are 10 sound groups
beyond that which give you access to the M and R timbres - mainly in groups of ten. For
instance if you wanted to load M27 into a part, then press the "SoundGroup"button and turn
the knob until you see the group nained "M20-M29",then press the "SOund"button and turn the
knob until you see the timbre's name appear in the display.

With the M9 modified software, the usual SoundGroupand Soundmethod of selecting :ROM
timbres has been extended to include the 64 M RAM timbres and the 30 R rhythm timbres. The R
timbres are fixed in ROMlike the 64 A and 64 B timbres which you normally select via the
front panel, but the 64 Mtimbres can be your owntimbres written using an editting program.

FRONT PANEL SELECTION OF THE MEMORY AND RH·YTHM TIMBRES

No reverb.
Roan reverbs in ascending tilnes and volumes.·
Hall reverbs in ascending times and vo.lumes>
plate reverbs in ascending times and voIumes',
Delays in ascending times and volumes.

o
1'-9
10-19
20-29
30-50

There are now 50 reverb settings accessable £rom the front panel instead of the 9 in
the standard machine. As before, hold "Master'Volume"and press •'Volume".Adjust the setting
with the volumeknob. The reverb system is actually capable of 4 types of operation with 8
levels and 8 times. The 50 modes represent a good selection of the 255 ,possible reverb
settings - there are 206 more but they all fall inbetween the settings I have provided. The
alternate reverb modes are a separate issue and are described on page 7.

PRONT PANEL REVERB CONTROL

Normally the MT32'smemoryis not backed up whenthe power is turned off. After a
great deal of investigation into the internal software, and the installation of a Lithium
battecy. I have achieved complete retention of all data, including drum assignments, patch
assignments, 64 timbre memory,tuning, reverb and the temporary patch and timbre areas for
each part. Therefore the MT32 can be turned off and on without any change in behavior. My MT32
erases the first two characters of the first me~ory timbre's namewhen it is turned off, but
this does not affect the sound in any way.

The BRZ/3A Lithium battery should last at least 10 years, however I advise checking
the battery voltage after about five years. It is clearly visible inside the machine and
should measure 2.9 volts or above.

BAT~ERY BACKUP MEMORY

In the standard MT32 if the IA chip tries to r;p beyond + - 16,384 voltage steps of its
range the system overloads badly and creates a terrible clicking distortion. In the modified
machine this cannot happen, and the DAC linearly converts the LA. chip's entire + - 32,768
range. The LA chip soft clips at these limits. A similar clicking distortion occurs if the
filter resonance and partial output level are too high - this is unrelated to the mads.

The linearity imflt'ovementis hard to quantify, and some standard MT32s areworse than
others. It is audible as reduced distortion and noise at the end of a decaying sound. This
combinedwith the reduced reverb mixing level makes the reverb soundvery pleasant indeed.
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These five patch changes enable you to alter the values of these five parameters from
your sequencer or master keyboard. Wheneveryou send a patch change to a part, these five
parameters are loaded with values cOpied from the patch table entry which is }X)intedto by the
patch change number.So it is no good setting a part up with particular keyshift, reverb
on/off etc and then sending a patch change to load in the timbre you want - you should do it
the other wayaround. Send the patch change to load in the desired timbre, and then send
control changes to set these parameters the wayyou want them.

1 means assign this part to reverb

Assign mode - I amnot exactly sure what this does

Pitch bend range

Fine Tune - 50 is normal

Keyshift - 24 is normal

FUNcrroN
CONTROUD
NUMBER RANGE

12 0-48

13 0-100

14 0-24

1S 0-3

16 0-1

CONTROL CHANGES WHICH AFFECT THE PART WHICH RECEIVES THEM

A typical application may be to set parts 1 and 2 both to receive on channel 1, and to
send a patch change to both of them on channel 1 so they will both be playing the same sound
from the sameMIDI channel. You could then set part 2 to receive on channel 2, and send part 2
a detune value and pan it hard right. Youcould then send a hard left pan to part 1 on channel
1, and then set part 2 to receive on channel 1 again. Nownotes sent to the MT32 on channel 1
will be played 1Niththe same sound, with detuned versions comingfrom left and right outputs.
These control changes could be sent from a master keyboard or a sequencer.

Controllers 12 to 16, like the standard controllers above only affect the parts which
receive them. The controllers 17 to 33 will do their job no matter which part receives them.
Youmust; however send them on a channel which at least one part is assigned to.

The special control changes enable you to change manyparameters, but do not allow you
to see what the parameter's value was. Whena change has occured, the new value is displayed
on the right of the l.CD display. This may disrupt the display but it does not upset what you
maybe doing with the front panel. When the new controller nwnbers are used, the received
value is limited to the allowed range, before being written to memoryand displayed. Therefore
you do not need to worry about sending values outside the allowed range. OUtof range values
are limited to the nearest proper value.

A control change is a MIDIevent which a sequencer or master keyboard can generate. It
has three items of information in it - the MIDIchannel, the controller number and the value.
Somecontroller numbershave industry standard functions such as controller number 6 which is
the OaUi entry slider (except in Casio CZ101swhere it is tuning). Most sequencers allow you
to insert control changes into the sequence at any point, and manygood keyboards enable you
to makea slider transmit on any controller numberyou like. A control change is like a note
on or off event in that it is on a particular MIDI channel. For the nonnal control changes and
the new control changes 1.2to 16, you need to send them on a channel which is being received
by the part you wish to affect. For instance in an MT32set up like the Data Areas diagram on
the back page, if you wanted to set a one octave pitch bend range in part 2, then on MIDI
channel 3 you would send a control change 14 with a value of 12.

SPECIAL CONTROL CHANGES
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Timbrenumbers65 to 94 select timbres from the R bank. These timbres are all written
in a way that their tuning is not affected by what note they are played from. With an editting
system you can create a timbre in one of the parts and write it to the Mbank in battery
backed up RAM.If you wish to play it from the drum table, you maywish to edit the timbre in
such a waythat the pitch key follow parameter is set to 0 so that you can put it anywhereon

To changethe parameters of a particular note number, first of all send a control
change 30 with a value which is the numberof the note you wish to alter. Thereafter, the
control changes 31 to 34 will change the four parameters of that note number.

These control changes can be sent on any channel provided that at least one part of
the MT32 (including the Rhythm part) is receiving that channel. In the "Data Areas" diagram
you can see that the drum table contains 64 entries for each note numberbetween 24 and 87.
Whena note on event is received by the rhythmpart, the MT32 looks into the drum table for
the 4 byte entry for that particular note. It plays the timbre specified there at the
appropriate volumeand pan, and sends it to the reverb system if the reverb parameter is set
to 1.

sound assigned tD reverb0-134

Pan0-1433

Output level0-10032

Timbre number- 0 == off
1-64 = M memorytimbres
65-94 = R rhythm timbres

0-9431

Drum note numberto changewith controllers 31-3424-8730

FUNcrIONRANGE
CONTROUER
NUMBER

CONTROL CHANGES FOR SETTING UP THE DRUM TABLE

It does not matter which channel you send the above control changes on provided the
MT32 is receiving on that channel with one or more of its parts (including the Rhythm part).
If you are sending several control changes 21 to 'l9, you will need to be careful that the
changes you maketo the MIDI receive channels do not result in subsequent control changes
being ignored.

CONTRlLLER
NUMBER RANGE FUNcrION

17 0-3 Reverbmode

1B 0-7 Reverb time

19 0-7 Reverb level

21 0-16 MIDIreceive chan for part 1
22 0-16 MIDI receive chan for part 2
23 0-16 MIDI receive chan for part 3
24 0-16 MIDIreceive chan for part 4
25 0-16 MIDIreceive chan for part 5
26 0-16 MIDI receive chan for part 6
27 0-16 MIDI receive chan for part 7
28 0-16 MIDI receive chan for part 8

29 0-16 MIDI receive chan for Rhythm part

o meansthis part is turned off.

REVERB AND MIDI RECEIVE CHANNEL PARAMETERS

CONTROL CHANGES WHICH AFFECT THE MACHINE NO MATTER WHICH PART RECEIVES THEM
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Whenyou specify that a timbre is not to have reverb, that timbre's sounds are sent
to this sample and hold. With pan ~ 0, the sounds are sent to both Left and Right
DlROCTS.Whenpanned to the extreme left, the sound that ~ould have gone to the
right is added to the sound already being sent to the left. I have not provided an
individual output for this signal, but if you insert plugs into the individual
outputs for the two signals below, then only the DIRECTsignal will be present at
the main output.

DlRECI'

If you look at the hardware block diagram on the last _page,you will see three sample
and hold circuits prodUCingthree analog signals for each side - left and right. Normally the
three are simply mixed together, but I have provided individual outputs for two of them, so
that when an J.ndividual output is used, that signal is removed from the main mix. The three
signals are :-

It is impossible to provide individual outputs for each part, however since there are
six sample and hold circuits in the MT32(see the hardware diagram), it is feasible to provide
four additional outputs, so that you have direct access to all six signals. The individual
outputs are not muchuse to you unless you can control whether a timbre has reverb selected or
not. Normally you can only do this if you have access to an MT32editor program running on a
computer. Nowwith the new control change reception facility (see previous section) you can
set each .Part. and each individual drum note to send its sound to reverb or not to reverb
without the need for an editor program.

Note Timbre Note Timbre Note Timbre Note Timbre Note Tilnbre Note Timbre

C 24 0 36 65 48 67 60 83 72 90 84 0
C# 25 0 37 75 49 73 61 84 73 93 85 0
D 26 0 38 66 50 67 62 78 74 0 86 0
D# 27 0 39 76 51 74 63 79 75 88 87 0
E 2B 0 40 70 52 0 64 80 76 0
F 29 0 41 69 53 0 65 81 77 0
F# 30 0 42 71 54 87 66 82 78 0
G 31 0 43 69 55 0 67 85 79 0
Gil 32 0 44 94 56 77 68 86 80 0
A 33 0 45 68 57 0 69 92 81 0
AIt .34 0 46 72 58 0 70 89 82 0
B 35 65 47 68 59 0 71 91 83 0

Here are the 30 timbres in the R bank in roM, together with their number within the
bank (1 to 30) and the number which would need to be written into the drum table to select
them (65 to 94).

1 65 AcouBD 11 75 Rim Shot 21 85 Hi Agogo
2 66 AeouSO 12 76 HandClap 22 86 U> Agogo
3 67 AcouHiTan 13 77 Cowbel.l. 23 87 Tambourine
4 68 AcouMidTan 14 78 Mt HiConga 24 B8 Claves
5 69 AcoulowTcm 15 79 High Conga 25 89 Maracas
6 70 Elec SO 16 80 LowConga 26 90 SmhaWhis L
7 71 Clsd HiHat 17 81 Hi Timbale 'Z7 91 5mbaWhisS
8 72 OpenHiHatl 18 82 Low Timbale 28 92 Cabasa
9 73 Crash Cym 19 83 High Bengo 29 93 Quijada
10 74 Ride Cym 20 84 Low Boncp 30 94 OpenHiHat2

INDIVIDUALOUTPUTS

In the default drum table settings, all entries have 100 for volume and 1 for reverb -
meaning that all sounds are assigned to reverb. The pans are different for each entry and the
timbre numbers are as shownbelow.

In the standard MT32,the drum table is written with default settings from roM every
time the machine is turned an. In the modified MTn the drum table will only be loaded with
default values when you do a master reset - hold "Master Volume"and preas "Rhythm", then
press "1".

the drum table without affecting its pitch. Youmay also wish to set the envelope mode to no
sustain so that the note will BOundits full length even with the very short note events which
are often used to drive drum sounds.
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In this optional modI install a newEProM 'Whichretains the MT32'sHall reverb, but
replaces the other three.

Stereo left-right-left-right echo.DElAY4

All three are relatively similar to each other.
~
HALL
PLATE

1
2
3

In a standard MI'32 there are four nooes .

The reverb chip in the MT32is a special purpose digital processor which has its
programs stored in an EPROMor ROMchip. The four reverb modesselect four different sections
of the roM and in fact each section contains 16 separate programs, one of which is selected
dependingon the reverb level and time parameters. The reverb chip is entirely controlled by
the programs in this roM chip, and So by installing an EPROMwith different programs, I can
change the MT32reverb modes.

ALTERNATE REVERB MODES

Each of the four individual output sockets has a 6.8Koutput resistor, effectively the
sameoutput impedanceas the normaloutputs. This is so that you can connect them electrically
together and they will mix evenly. If you connect the Right "RevSend" (top) socket to the
Right "RevOUtput"(lower) socket the result will be 50%direct and 50~ reverb sound. If you
wanted to use the normal outputs for two individual sounds, and plugged them into two channels
of your mixer, and you only had two mixer channels left, you could makeup a special lead to
connect the two left individual outputs togther and send them to a mixer channel and makea
similar lead for the right sockets. If you wanted to reduce the mixing level of the reverb
signal - and so have lower graininess and maximumreverb level - you could install a 22K
resistor .in each of the plugs which go to the "RevOuptut" sockets.

The individual output sockets do not have mute circuits and so will produce bumpsand
clicks as the power is turned on and off. Bewareof this if the individual outputs are driving
a large sound system.

For the drum part, the reverb and pan settings for each drum note are controlled by
the drum table which is stored in the MT32's memory.This information can be altered with an
editting programor via the newcontrol changes 30 to 34.

For Eachof the a instrument parts, the panning is controlled by a byte in the MT32's
memoryfor that part. You can change the pan by sending a control change 10 to that part, or
set it by using an editting program. The reverb on/off for each part can also be controlled by
an editting program, and can nowhe changedwith control c:hange 16.

These individual outputs - four 1/4 inch phone sockets at the rear of the MT32- mean
that you can send drum and keyboardtimbres to four separate outputs. If your sound is panned
hard left and reverb is off, it will appear only at the left main output if the left REV SEND
and left REV REI'URN outputs are in use. If you pan it hard left and select reverb on, then it
will appear only at the left REV SEND output. Likewise for the right channel.

REVOUTPUTThis is the signal from the reverb system and consists entirely of reverberated or
delayed sounds. If youplug into this indi.vidual output, then you can mix this
signal externally or ignore it. The reverb signal will not appear at the main
output if something is plugged into this individual output.

Note that you cannot fUt a signal into this socket and expect it to be
reverberated.

Whenyou specify that a timbre IS to have reverb, that t.ilnhre·s sounds are sent to
this sample and hold. At the same time the reverb system adds together the numbers
which make this signal and uses the total as the input to the reverb process. This
signal has an individual output so that if you plug a lead into this socket, you
will get the sounds you want to be reverberated, but without the reverb. These
sounds will then no longer appear at the main output.

REV SEND
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Reducing the volumeor expression (control changes 7 and 11) while holding notes on,
will sometimes leave a note with a high volume. Sometimesit is possible to create a partial
where for a certain range of the keyboard the filter seems to suddenly disappear. Both these
are obscure bugs in the original MT32software.

If you experience clicking sounds after the SOundImprovementModifications have been
done, then the cause is probably a combination of high filter resonance and high envelope and
output levels in at least one of the partials. The filter section of the LAchip can be
overloaded and "wrap around" to produce unpleasant distortion or clicks. The solution is to
reduce the envelope or output level, or reduce the resonance of the TVF.

The MT32seems to makeup its ownmindwhether a particular partial will have its
waveformproduced normally or inverted. If you playa single partial and look at the waveform
on an oscilloscope, you will notice that very often, the waveformis upside downcomparedto
its normal polarity. This is not a problem in itself because our ears cannot generally tell
the difference. This unpredictable behaviour becomesa nuisance if we create a timbre with a
pair of partials which makewaveformswhich are identical apart from a slight detune. Normally
the two waveformswill be the samepolarity and makea louder sound until the detune separates
them. Howeverif one partial is inverted, then the two cancel out and you hear virtually
nothing until the detune takes effect. .

To reset the machine - press and hold "Master Volume"and press "Rhythm",release
these buttons and press "1".

If your machine does not seem to be having properly in general, you should turn it off
and disconnect it from all MIDIdevices, except a simple keyboard to drive it, and then turn
it on agaiR. If you still experience difficulties then the only approach is to reset all
memoryvariables. This is what an un-modified MT32does every time the power is turned on, and
it will erase any data you have in the Mtimbre memory,the patch table, the drum table and
the timbres and MIDIchannel assignments of the 8 parts.

Occasionally an MT32will exhibit weird behavior - for reasons which cannot always be
understood or replicated. There must be someremaining bugs in the software which cause
missing or quiet notes whena large amount of MIDIinformation is sent to the MT32- even
though the MT32maybe playing little of it, the machine seems to makemore mistakes if it has
to wade through a heavy stream of MIDI.

WIEIW BEHAVIOR

30-5020-2910-19

DELAY 3BRIGHT PLATEALTERNATE M)DES

DELAYPIATEHALL

HALLMEDIUM :ROCM

1-9FRONT PANEL SElTINGS

ORIGINAL Ml'32

321oControl change 17

432MODE

Since the alternate modes replace the original modes, you loose the original Room,
Plate and Delay settings, but gain two more diverse reverbs and a more usable Delay. The four
modes are accessable from an editting program in the normal way.

4 DEI....1\Y3 - similar to the MT32'sDelay, but has a better selection of delay times -
most of the MT32 Delays are too short. From the D110.

2 HALL - original Ml'32Hall reverb.

3 BRIGHT PLATE - a very bright long reverb, similar to the D110 plate reverb, but
smoother - without the "cyclic ringinct'. I discovered this pr09ram in the half of the
MT32RDM which is never accessed!

1 MEDIUMROOM- a warmreverb which is shorter than the HALL. From the 0110.
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TheD110has a slower comput.er than the MT32and is a little slower at responding to
note events - about 2.5 msec rather than 1.5msec. The 010 and 020 use a 16 bit version so
they should not be slow.

The 0110 is a zackmount;counterpart. to the D10and D20keyboards, the three of which
comprise the third family in the LArange. The 0110 is what the MT32really should have been -
it has 4 extra monooutputs (with no reverb on the individual outs), battery backup, editting,
and true rack mounting. If you are not USingreverb then there are 6 individual monooutputs.
Its waveformsamples Ln roMare different from the MT32,and its timbre data is incompatable
with the D50and MT32 The MT32reverb system is used but has 8 programs rather than 4. The
D110has a RAMcard slot and is not compatablewith MT32editting programs. I can improve the
D110'sand the OlD'sand 020's signal level by 6db and reduce its noise level by about 3db -
this brings it up to the standard of the mOdifiedMT32.I can also makethe 0110's reverb
return available from individual ouptuts 5 and 6. The 010 and 020 can have individual outputs
just like those of the MT32described on page XX.

TheMT32is the first memberof the second family. It is more flexible than the
050/550, but was intended to be a cheap consumerproduct without battery backup, editting or
rack mounts. Corners were cut in the DACcircuitry, there is no .EQ or chorus and the reverb is
a simpler system. ThePCMsamples in ROM are different from the D50, and the timbre data is
similar to the 050 but different in detail. 050 voices cannot be played by the MT32.There are
nowvarious other MT32like products - two white boxes intended to look goodnext to gleaming
white computers, and a IBMplugin card which essentially contains an MT32and an MPU-401MlDI
interface. I have not developed any mods for these machines yet - it is quite likely that I
never will. These MT32soundalikes, and the newversion of the MT32(with a headphonesocket)
all use an 8 bit CPU,so I would expect them to be significantly slower in responding to MIOI
note events,

f:.

The050 keyboardand D550rackmountmoduleare the first family of LAproducts from
Roland. They can be set up to play two timbres at once. There is a digital .EQ and chorus
system and an elaborate digital reverb system.

THE LA SYNTHESIS FAMILIES OF INSTRUMENTS - Dl10/D20/Dl0 MODIFICATIONS

-; ,.'~'-..~';.~...: ::
.\

There are actually three versions of myM9software. The original version had a bug
which caused the synth 2 sound group to start at the wrong place with the result that you
could not select Square Wavefrom the front panel. This was fixed in the second version of M9.
In these versions and in M8,I had replaced the "Master Volume"s "5" function with a message
saying ''Edit Modeunder development", This meant that it was impossible to change the MIOI
receive channels to 1-8 from the front panel. This would have been a serious nuisance to some
users, and so in the third version of M9I have restored the original "Channel 1 to 8"
function.

The early MT32scarnewith various internal software versions. Mymodified software is
based on the version which :Rolandfinally settled on. I have improvedmy software in several
different stages. MyMesoftware did not have the selection of Mand R timbres from the front
panel. The previous version did not have the new control changes.

SOFTWARE VERSIONS

The editting system will not be as conveninent as ill screen based edittinq program when
it comes to changing envelopes. Someeditting programs (Dr T and Roland at least) 00 not
actually read data from the MT32,so there is no easy way of reading your MT321sdata into an
edit program. It will boweverbe very convenient since it is always there.

The internal editting system will cornewith a comprehensivemanual.

~s is currenUy under developmentand will enable reading and writing of all
internal data via the front panel buttons and knob. It will also be possible to movetimbres
around the place, and perhaps send and receive system exclusive dumpsof internal data so that
this maybe saved on a sequencer. If there is a wayof doing alternate tuning systems then I
will tackle that as well. Youwill be able to install the editting system in an MT32that I
have previously modified, without the need to send it away.

THE INTERNAL EDITTING SYSTEM
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The CPU(under the oontrol of the program in ROM,the data in RAMand your MIDIinput)
controls the LA(Linear Arithmetic) chip which is actually calculating the numbers which make
up the sound. TheLAchip is a 7mmx Bmmchip with over 100,000transistors in it. This big
beautiful beast is a Roland custom chip and obviously the product of a major R&D(Research and
Development)investment. Youare welcometo look at an LAchip through mymicroscope. TheLA
chip is continuously calculating numbers, and produces four results every 32 usec
(microseconds). These totals are calculated from 32 partials which it recalculates every 32

There are 64 Kbytes of K>M(ReadOnlyMemory)half of which contains the program for
the 8096and the other half contains the ROMtimbres and other preset data. 32 K bytes of RAM
(RandomAccess Memory- Read/Write) are not normally battery backed up, and so are normally
preloaded with data from ROMwheneverthe machine is turned on. In a battery backed up MT32,
this does not occur and the RAMretains the 64 Mtimbres, the drum table, the patch table, the
setup information and the 8 temporary timbre areas for the 8 parts.

The controlling CPU(Central Proccessing Unit) is an Intel 8096 - a relatively obscure
microproccessor completely unrelated to the 8086 series found in IBMcomputers. It is a true
16 bit machine and although it is limited to a 641<address space, it is a very fast and well
designed CPU.It contains 256bytes of RAM/registers on the chip and an instruction prefetch
queue, so manydata manipulation instructions do not take up bus cycles. The I/O on chip
Lnc.Iudesserial (for MIDI), timers, a watchdogtimer (to reset the CPUif it crashes),
_parallel I/O and an 8 bit analog to digital oonverter which reads the front panel p:>t. In this
application the B096is significantly more powerful than an 8 Mhz 68000 would be.

Youdo not need to understand the MT32'shardware to makeuse of the machine, but I
have included an explanation here for those whoare interested. The "Data Areas" section which
follows this section is however essential reading. Please refer to the diagrams on the last
page of this guide.

HARDWARE - FOR ELECTRONIC BUFFS ONLY

The standard MT32does not have a single "SystemExlusive Dump"of all its inteDlal
data, rather it has a system which enables an external device to change and read inteDlal data
one or several bytes at a time. In principle you can create your ownsystem e.x61U$.i'k.commands
to do this (for instance on an MCSOO),but it is rather complicated and tedious.

The full capabilities of an MT32 can only be used whenyou can edit all the inteDlal
data areas. Currently the only practical way to do this is to use an MT32 editing program.
These are currently available for Atari ST, Amiga,Macand IBMoomp.lters. The forthcoming
internal editting system will enable you to read and write all the data stored in battery
backed up 'MM.

The data areas of the MT32 are well designed but quite complicated, and are not
explained in the MT32manual. TheMIDIspec gives some clues as to what is going on inside,
and the documentation which comeswith the editting programs attempts to explain the details
but 00 not give you the big picture. Whetheryour mind is used to dealing with computer-type
information or not, you are likely to find the MT32very confusing at first, and the main
reason for this is that nowhere is there a diagram to give you a birdls eye view of what is
going on and howthe various internal data areas of the MT32 relate to each other. What is
required is someblock diagrams to put all the worm's eye details into context.

The MT32 is marketed as a homeproduct for use with the PR100 sequencer - it is
intended to be sold to someonewholikes to relax by playing a Rolandelectronic piano after a
hard days work. It so happens that the MT32 can makea lot of great sounds, has MIDIaccess to
all its inteDlal data, and is suited to professional use in the studio and on stage.
Consequently the MT32 has been bought by lots of working musicians, and not very manyhave
ever been connected to a Rolandpiano. Judging by the earliest and latest serial numbers, over
180,000 MT32shave been sold, making it even more p:>pular than the the original DX7(over
140,000) •

HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE MT32 - EVEN IF YOU ARE A BUMAN BEING

All these instruments Me based on the Roland lA.32 .chip and are like different models
of car built around the same chassis and motor, but with'different bells and whistles. The
D110is probably the best module - rut the MT32is cheaper and faster.
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I will not explore timhres in det.ail here but it is worth mentioning that a timbre has
two data areas. The first contains the timbrels name, and data on the mixing and mode of
operation (S for Synth mode or P for PCMsample mode) of between 1 and 4 partials. The second

This is a body of data which specifies most of the details of how the MT32 will make
sound when it receives a note event from.·MIDI.A timbre will specify that 1, 2, 3 or 4
partials be used to make the sound, specify exactly howeach partial will calculate its
nwnbers and specify how those partials w.ill be combined to form the final output. Timbre means
"characteristic quality of sound" and is pronounced not like "timber" but like .Itamber" in
"tambourine" .

WHAT IS A TIMBRE ?

The LA sound producing chip can calculate 32 partials and combine them in various ways
to produce the final sound that we hear ..'Each partial is a digital audio sound generating
process which can be either an oscillator-filter type synth sound or it can play (without
filtering) one of 128 fixed sampled sounds (some of which loop continuously). In both cases
the pitch and volume can vary according to envelopes and other factors.

WHAT IS A PARI'IAL?

Apart from the A, B and R timbre banks, all these areas are in RAM.This means that
for any MT32the information they contain can be changed, but that in a standard MT32, all
will .be lost when you turn the machine off. A standard MT32 will write default values from ROM
into all the data areas when it is turned on - the M bank is loaded with a repeating sequence
of 8 roM timhres. .

1A.1I...._-
To understand the MT32 you need to understand what the data areas are, what is inside

them and how they relate to each other. The accompanying diagram maps out the various areas. I
w.ill explain what they do and then give examples of how they work together.

..··..1· ...·

THE DATA. ~REA$ .'I'j: :RE.Co,MMENDED READING FOR ALL MT32 OWNERS!

An ideal 16 bit reverb system stores more than 16 bits in its RAM work area, and the
system which is used in the D50 stores 24 - this gives finer detail at the tail end of the
reverb sound.

The outputs of the Sample and Hold units are mixed and filtered to produce left and
right outputs. If I have installed individual outputs, there are four sockets which give you
direct access to the Reverb Send and Reverb Out signals - each via a simple low pass filter.
Plugging into an individual output removes that signal from the main mix.

The Reverb system consists of a Roland custom chip with four reverb programs stored in
a separate K>M.It uses four DynamicRAM chips for temporary storage of sound data. After the
LA chip has sent its numbers to the DAe, the Reverb system sends two numbers - left and right
reverb return to the DAeand these are stored in two more SHunits. The Reverb system is 16
bits wide for input and output and has 16 bit storage of sounds. Note that there is no analog
to digital converter in the system, so you cannot plug external analog signals into the reverb
system.

usee. Each partial can be either an oscilla:tor - filter - "g;-VCA" type synthesizer process
(all calculated with binary nuntbers) or it can be playing an 8 bit wavefonn from an external
ROM. The !PM (or two R)MS in early MT32~) contain half a megabyte of 8 bit sampled PCM (Pulse
Code Modulated) sounds, and although you can vary the pitch and volume envelopes of the PCM
sounds you cannot filter them, or insert your own lOOp points.

Every sample cycle The LA chip produces four 16 bit numbers and these are converted
into four different voltages by the DAe(Digital to Analog Converter). In the standard machine
bit 14 is ignored Twoof the numbers are. the sum of the left and sum of the right sounds
which have not been assigned to Reverb. These voltages (labelled Normal in the diagram) are
sampled and held in two SH units. The other two numbers are the sum of the left and sum of the
right sounds which have been assigned to reverb. These are converted to voltages and stored in
another two sample and hold units, and while the LA chip is outputting these two numbers, the
Reverb system reads the nl.lJJlbers,adds them together and uses the total as its input.
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This is a table with 128 entries each containing 7 bytes. There is one entry for each
possible patch changenumber I and whena part receives a patch change the 7 bytes from the
corresponding entry in the patch table are copied into the temporary patch area of the part.

THE PAl'CH TABLE

I have not drawn in all the data in the commonandpartials area of the timbre because
it would take a wholepage. Nowthere exists in the part 3 area all the information required
to makea sound whena note on event is received on channel 4. Most of the information is in
the timbre area, but there are 5 parameters which carnefrom the patch table which affect the
sound. The keyshift and fine tune control the coarse and fine tuning with respect to master
tune. The bend range specifies howmuch to alter the pitch ,,"hena pitch bend message is
received, and the assign modeis to do with different waysof playing multiple notes.
Mercifully, portamento has not been implemented.The reverb on/off specifies whether the sound
will be fed to the reverb system or not. The special control changes can be used to change the
keyshift, fine tune, bend range, assign modeand reverb on/off of each part.

The second area contains 7 parameters which are usually copied from one of the 128
entries in the patch table. For instance in the acompanyingblock diagram, if the MT32
received a patch change 128on channel 4, then the computerprogram would recognise that only
part 3 was receiving on channel 4. The program would look at the 128th entry in the patch
table and copy the 7 bytes of data it finds there into the temporary patch area of part 3. '!'he·
first two bytes specify the 64th timbre in roMbank A, and so the program copies that timbre
data (246 bytes) into the temporary timbre area of part 3: This data includes the nameof the
timbre (Sitar), and information on how to makethe sitar 'sound- see "Whatis a timbre 1".

The first area specifies which MIDIcharmel the part, is receiving notes on, the volwne
and pan of the sounds it will create, and the partial reserve - the number- ,of:~ia1.S' 'lliis
part will have exclusive rights to over and above the requirements of other parts. Thevolume
can be set fran the front panel or by sending control change 7 from MIDI, and the pan can be
set by sending control change 10. The special controllers of the modified MT32enable you to
change MIDIreceive channels - see page XX.

There are eight parts in the MT32(not counting rhythm) and they are data areas which
specify how to makesounds. Apart is not a piece of hardware. It is an area in the MT32'sRAM
memorythat is ready to specify the creation of soundaccording to information it contains -
if it receives a note on event on its specified channel and there are partials available to
make the sound.There are Bparts so the MT32could be ready to play 8 dif'fer-ent ,t~s obf
sound at anyone time. Eachpart consists of three data areas. : ,:-...;:;."'.<~ ~,~ .'';; .. ':.: .

::';'·.;-~·I·;..:':':~':c. ~:'~ ..... :.

WHAT IS A PART 1

This is a small body of data which al....ays affects the entire MT32.Master volumeand
master tune can be set fran the front panel as can the Unit number. The Unit numberis so that
in a multi MT32situation, a computerprogram can send system exclusive messages containing
different unit numbers, and each MT32will have a particular unit numberand respond to only
the system exclusives intended for it. The rhythm receive channel is normally 10but can be
reassigned with an editor or by sending control change 29. The reverb hardware can do 4 types
of reverb _ room, hall, plate and delay (echo}at 8 delay times at B levels. There are 255
combinations, whichare all accessable with an editor. The standard MT32can select 9 room,
hall and plate reverbs from the front panel, but the modified machine can select 9 hall, 10
plate, 10 roan and 20 delay settings. Exact control ovex mode, time and level is available via
controllers 17, 18 and 19.

SETUP DATA

area of data. includes between 1 and 4 partial specifica!iGn§"- each of 58 bytes Specifying in
deta.il 00....the partial is going to create sound. ., "

For instance one timbre might specify howone paid~l should makea synth sound and
howit shoo.ldbe ring modulated with a second partial t:hai'~ihproducing another synth sound.
Each time the MT32plays a note USingthis timbre, it wili ilBe2 of the 32 available partials
in the IA chip. Sometimbres use only one partial and others use up to 4 so the numberof
notes you can play at once depends on which timbres you are playing.
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Note that if you create a new.timbre, you should give it a distinctive name, store it
in one of the 64 Mbank locations and change one entry in the patch table so that you can
select the new timbre by sending a patch change to the MT32. All editors have a wayof saving

Each ectitting program will add its ownlayer of complexity on top of the MT321 but if
you have understood this explanation oi~the MT32you will not have too muchdifficulty
understanding the remaining details of' the editting program. If you 00 not have a clear
understanding of the data areas as descti.:b:edabove you will almost certainly have trouble with
an editting program, so please study ~ ..above section before firing up a program.

,:.\.:

The usual procedure for edittin:q' :ihe MT32involves loading timbre and patch data into
one of the parts, editting them and storing the altered data to the patch table and the M
bank.

USING AN MT32 KDITTING PROGRAM':-,. ..: :~:'.

The front panel of a standard MT32does not allow you to edit the patch table, the
drum table, the Mbank timbres or any of the eight part areas except for the volume of each
part. It does however enable you to load in any of the Aor B timbres into any of the parts.
This does not involve the patch table but a set of timbre groups and timbres within each group
which is stored in the computer program.

THE FRONT PANEL

\.. '_'::j' . ';"", ',~..~..>:.; :_... .
A rhyt.}m\ti:~~.'is ,really just like any other timbre - you can edit it and store it in

the Mbank, and play "it either as a keyboard sound by making an entry in the patch table point
to it, or as a drum timbre by making an entry in the drum table" point to it.

The Mbank contains timbres that you have editted. In an unmodified MT32the Mbank is
loaded with timbres from the ROMbanks whenthe power is turned on.

BanksA and B each contain 64 timbres fixed in PDM.These cannot be changed.Most of
them are keyboard type timbres which vary the sound's pitch according to the note number, Bank
R contains 30,tim);)re$'"i,n:1IVf1,but these are timbres which are designed as drum timbres - they
mainly use the PCMsamples rather than the synth modeof the partials, and they are written so
that they play the same pitch no matter where they are played on the keyboard.

THE TIMBRE BANKS

If the first byte is 0 then that means "do not make a sound for this note". If it is
in the 1 to 64 range then this means "play one of the timbres from bank Mil.If it is between
65 and 94, then it means "play one of the timbres from bank R". Your edit pro9%'ammayshowyou
timbre names in the drum page, but these are derived from the timbre banks and do not actually
exist in the drum table inside the MT32.

Whena note on event is received on the rhythm receive channel (stored in the setup
area), the program looks up that note's entry in the drum table, and plays the timbre the
entry points to with the Volume,pan and reverb on/off that the entry specifies. The timbre is
probably copied to a working area but this is not accessable to us.

This is a table of 64 entries each of 4 bytes. There is one entry for every key on the
five octave keyboard from C1 to D#6. Each entry specifies where in the Mor R banks to find a
timbre, what volume to play it at, what the pan is and whether or not to send the sound to
reverb or not.

THE DRJJM TABLE

Note that the patch table does nQt"OQl'ltain any names of timbres - althou¢l your edit
program may display a name for your con..renience.Each entry in the patch table says ''This is
where to find a timbre, and here is ~~ additional information on how to makethe sound".

The first two bytes specify where to fin~·:~,"ml>re to copy into the part, and the other five
affect. the sound production as discussed in the previous section.
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MIDISENDBANK,This sends all the data in the Atari's memoryto the MT32.

FILE SAVEBANK. This saves your data to disk.

At this point you may wish to make several patch change entries point to the new
Timbre, but with different detunes or whatever. So .EDITPA'.IOi,EDITLIST PA'lOfESand drag the
name to another patch change slot.

EDITLISTPATCHES.Decide which patch change you would like to use to access this
Timbre and drag the name in the workspace to the slot for that patch change number.

EDITPATCH.Nowdecide on the Keyshift, Fine Tune, Reverb on/off etc parameters you
would like to be in effect.

EDITLIST TIMBRES.Drag the new name in the workspace to a location in the .bank: where
you want to store it. .

Nowyou can EDITOJMMON',EDITPARTIALSand EDITENVELOPESto make a timbre with a
different sound and a different name. EDITPATCHis also available - but don't use it yet.

NowEDITLIST TIMBRES.Drag a Timbre name into the workspace. I hink this sends that
timbre to part 1 of the MT32.

Firstly FILE WAD a disk file into one of the banks - A in this example. This reads a
disk file containing Setup, Part (I think), Patch, Drum and M bank (64 timbres), and copies
this data into the Atari's memory.

This program has two ''Banks'' called A and B. These are area in the Atari's memory
which store a canplete load of data for the MT32.. They have nothing whatsoever t..c do with
Timbre Banks A and B inside the MT32..

:ROlAND EDITOR

If you have this problem of being unable to figure out how to select a newly created
timbre via a patch change, then you 00 indeed have a problem - the problem is your MT32has a
patch table and you do not know about it, or 00 not understand that it is important to you.
Yourproblem has got nothing wahtsoever to do with the modifications, but because your MT32
has been modified by myself or one of my licencees, we are the ones whoSeemto get the phone
calls rather than the people whowrote or sold the editor program.

In an attempt to help you e'Qit your MT32,and avoid problems, here~\ar~Fqw;ek~~'- '.
descriptions of how to edit timbres using the Roland editor and the DrT :\;e~9{0i'i~:~(},~:edi;tor.

. :;~ ,',:1 r:";jVf~. j'"".:~::' ':.:~

I have nearly been driven silly by customers calling me with the question "I have been
USingan editting program, and have editted some timbres and stored them into bank M, but how
do I access them from my sequencer 117" Whenyou look at the level of oocumentation which
accompanies the MT32, and the :Rolandand orr editor, it is not surprising that manypeople get
stuck at this point - I certainly did. Howevermydocumentation gives you ample explanation of
the function of the patch table, and so once you understand that you need to alter an entry in
the patch table to point to the new timbre, then you are practically there - you just need to
figure out how to cD this with your editor.

I have been told that the C-IAB MT32editor does read the data from the MT32'sRAM.

the entire "RAMcontents" of an MT32AS a disk file, and you should <h this regularly. Some
editting programs load all data areas from default files on dj..skwhen the program is first run
- the intention is that you keep your standard MT32.dilt1r l1'r; these files because the standard
MT32will not remember it. If the program cannot find:flfei:'Hth. the particular twne(s) it is
look.ing for, it will not preload the MT32with data.

The Roland and Dr T editors do not seem to actualI'y'read the MT32'sinternal data even
when connected in bidirecional mode, so any data stored in. the MT32cannot be read into the
edit program. These editors presume that the MT32has just·: been turned on and therefore
contains the default settings in all :RAM locations. The piogram attempts to read default files
frOJ1\disle and send them to the .MT32so that it writes all the MT32's data areas, and from then
on it thinks it knows what is CFin9 on inside the MT32. e
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In 1989I licenced myMT32modifications to John Conelly of Beaverton Digital Systems
(in IA), whohad Joel Martin (in Oregon)actually carry out the modifications. All was well
for a few months but in June it becameclear that John's levels of efficiency and honesty were
rapidly declining, and so I. terminated the licencing arrangement. Unfortunately he has
continued to accept MT32sand moneyfrom customers, and has continued to advertise the mods.
Manycustomers have been seriously inconvenienced by him, and the whole affair has been
extremely expensive and regretable. Unfortunately the cost of legal action means that justice
is not a cost ef!~~t.l~ ..:9P.ti.pn in this case, and I amunable to control his activities. If you
have had Y9.W!.i.~'l'~.?:~~~er;l thr0~gh John, please contact me because (contrary to our
agreement) he has given me no details of whohas had their raaohirie modified.

BEAVERTON DIGITAL SYSTEMS

The DrTeditor maintains separate files for the 64 MTimbres, the Patch Table, the
DrumTable and the Setup data. Youshould save these to disk before you finish your session.

Nowyou can use ''main edit" anp. 'p!nv .edit" to alter the timbre.

Go back to "timbre bank" and use".:t'store"to copy the new timbre data into one of the
locations 1 to 64. Then "send all" - this.,sends all 64 timbres to the Mbank in the MT32.e: ':',

. ,;
Nowgo to "patch bnk" and decide which patch entry you wish to use to point to the new

timbre. Youmaywish to load a patch table from disk at this peit. Click on the A, B, Mor R
and change it to M.Nowchange the numberto the right of Mto be the number of the timbre you
have just stored. Youwill see the timbre's nameappear next to the number - this is for your
edification - the MT32gets only the Mand the number. Youcan now edit the other patch
parameters as you wish.

Use "load file" to read a set ~\~'" t)·m.,presfrom a disk file into the Atari's memory.
Select one of the B parts. Click on the .pli\bre·~from the big box yuu wish to edit. It will be
copied to the part you have Be lected. .

OR T EDITOR
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64 Timbres
read/write

in RAM

A B R
64 Timbres 64 Timbres 3" Timbres

fixed in ROM fixed in ROM fixed in ROM

DRUM TABLE CII e," Oil e3 C.3 05 0.5
• Note number 24 25 26 69 61 86 87

Timbre Number 65 71 71 29 21 75 78
Volume 89 811 811 97 811 1"" 8"
Pan " -7 +7 +7 +7 -7 II
~verb on/off OFF ON OFF ON ON OFF OPF

TIMBRE BANKS

Timbre Group M M M B M M A
Timbre Number 12 2 2 42 18 2 64
Keyshift II 9 9 9 9 II ,
Fine tune II 9 +7 9 9 9 II
Bend range 7 7 II 9 9 II ,
Assign mode 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Reverb on/off ON ON OFF OFF OFF OFF 0"'

5432 12861PATCH TABLE

Receive Chan 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 9
Partial Res. 16 4 9 9 9 4 4 9
Volume 95 199 89 199 77 92 92 89
Pan 9 +7 9 9 -4 9 9 II
PATCH DATA
Timbre Group M A A B M M M A
Timbre Number 12 29 64 42 18 2 2 14
Keyshift II 9 9 II II 9 " "Fine tune 9 " 9 9 II 9 +7 9
Bend range 7 9 9 9 II II " 9
Assign mode 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Reverb on/off ON OFF OFF OFF OFF ON ON OFF
TIMBRE DATA
Name Twang Sax 2 sr tar Koto Zing Ting Ting Pipe2
eOITITIon
Partials 1234

TEMPORARY PATCH AND TIMBRE AREAS OF THE EIGHT PARTS
PART 1 PART 2 PART 3 PART 4 PART 5 PART 6 PART 7 PART 8

1
5
4

Reverb Type
Reverb Time
Reverb Level

199
9

19
17·

Master Volume
Master Tun!!
Rhythm Receive Channel
Unit Number

SETUP DATA

I1T32 DATA AREAS - BLOC~ DIAGRAM

Normal Output
Sockets

16Khz Low pass
Filters

Individual
Outputs

Mixing
resistors

Sample ,
Hold Units

Digital Signals

Analog Signals
32 Khz sample rat~

)16 bit
Digital Audio

8 Bit x 512k
waveform ROM

LA chip
Calculates
32 partials

32K bytes
RAM

8996 system bus

64K bytes
ROM

Intel 8996
16 bit CPU

MIDI In & Out

Switches &
"Volume" Pot

Liquid Crystal~~_,
Display

I1T32 HARDWARE - BLOC~ DIAGRAM



057 IA81) 2 058 (A82] 3 059 [A83] 2 060 IA84] 2 ,061 [A85) 2 062 [A861 4 063 [A87] 3064 [A8B) 4

SitarElec Gtr 2Elec Gtr 1Guitar 2Guitar 1Harp 2Harp 1Contrabass

Prog·No. (HP-Prog] Use Partial

I~Roland
Sound ListMT-32



Jungle TuneWater Bells

126 [886] 4 127 [887] 3 128 [888] 4125 [885]

8ird TweetTelephoneCastanets One Note JamOrche HitTriangle

121 [881] 2 122 [882] 2 123 [883] 4 124 [884]

Prog-No. (HP-Prog] Use Partial

I@Roland
Sound ListMT-32
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